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SHAP PRIVACY POLICY 

 

PURPOSE  

This policy sets out information about personal data that SHAP retains during the course of 

its activities and how SHAP complies with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). 

The policy sets out the Board’s responsibilities and assigns the role of Data Controller to the 

SHAP Co-ordinator. 

 

THE DATA SHAP HOLDS ABOUT INDIVIDUALS AND THE PURPOSES FOR 

WHICH IT IS HELD  

All the data about individuals obtained by SHAP, such as name, address, telephone number 

and email address, must be obtained by email, telephone, post or online as part of one of the 

following methods: 

• Through an enquiry to SHAP for information about SHAP’s services; 

• As part of a contract that is being delivered on behalf of SHAP; 

• When an individual has joined SHAP as a member, partner, associate or funder; 

• When an individual has been involved in a SHAP research project; 

• When an individual has complained about SHAP through its Complaints and 
Feedback Procedure; 

• When an individual has provided their contact details at a SHAP meeting, conference 
or other type of event. 

 

SHAP holds this data in order to deliver SHAP’s services including research, membership 

services and policy development.  Data will not be used for any purpose other than that for 

which it has been provided to SHAP.  SHAP will not process an individual’s data in any way nor 

publish data in any format unless in a report or on the website with prior consent.  SHAP will 

never pass or sell data to any third parties for marketing purposes. 

SHAP will always ask for individuals to opt-in by writing or online to give consent.  Individuals 

will always be able to withdraw consent at a later date.  SHAP will ask for consent to hold 

personal data at the start (or preparation) of every meeting, workshop, conference or other 

event.  This will include holding names and addresses, as well as taking photos or videos. 
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SHAP will only send a newsletter to recipients who have signed up to receive it.  Recipients 

are able easily to unsubscribe from the newsletter if they wish. 

The SHAP website may contain links to other websites of interest although SHAP does not 

have any control over third-party websites.  SHAP cannot be responsible for the protection 

and privacy of any information which is provided whilst visiting such sites and such sites are 

not governed by this privacy policy.  

 

THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS ABOUT WHOM SHAP HOLDS DATA 

An individual about whom SHAP holds data (the data subject) has the right to request: 

• Whether SHAP is holding any data about them and if so, what data; 

• For a copy of any data SHAP is holding about them; 

• To rectify any incorrect data SHAP is holding about them; 

• To delete the data SHAP is are holding about them if they no longer want SHAP to hold 

it; 

• Not to use any data other than for the purpose it was provided for; 

• To change the details of any consent that was given at any time in writing to SHAP. 

To request changes or details of these rights (a Subject Access Request), an individual should 

send an email to the Data Controller at co-ordinator@shap.uk.com.  The Data Controller will 

respond to the email within 28 days of receiving it. 

Should an individual have reason to consider that SHAP has breached this privacy policy or 

the regulations which underpin it in any way, they have the right to complain to the 

Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) at ico.org.uk. 

 

THE BASIS ON WHICH SHAP HOLDS AND PROTECTS DATA ABOUT 

INDIVIDUALS 

SHAP will only hold data when there is a lawful basis for doing so.  This will be when: 

• Clear, unambiguous consent has been given to SHAP in writing or online to store 

personal data; or, 

mailto:co-ordinator@shap.uk.com
https://ico.org.uk/
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• There is a contractual requirement to store or share data when delivering a contract 

for SHAP. 

SHAP is committed to ensuring that personal data is secure.  In order to prevent unauthorised 

access or disclosure, SHAP will ensure that suitable physical, electronic and managerial 

procedures to safeguard and secure the information it collects online are maintained.  This 

will include the following actions: 

• When emailing information to a list of recipients, BCC (Blind Carbon Copy) must be 

used to ensure personal data from email addresses is not shared; 

• Use of memory sticks for transporting data will be minimised and when required to be 

used, must encrypt data held on the memory sticks; 

• All software must be set for automatic updates, particularly anti-virus and malware 

software; 

• The website must be set for automatic security updates; 

• All computers and laptops must be password protected; 

• The Data Controller will update passwords on third-party websites (such as email 

software or event booking) every three months; 

• Data on computer databases will be securely protected in locked premises when not 

occupied by SHAP staff or associates; 

• Regular backups of data should be automatically scheduled, including to secure off-

site storage. 

SHAP will delete any data held about individuals after three years unless new consent in 

writing to allow SHAP to continue to hold the data is obtained.  The Data Controller will 

contact individuals every three years to obtain their consent for retaining their data. 

Data that has been obtained as part of a grant-funded programme (including business name 

and bank account details) will be stored according to the requirements of the grant.  For ERDF 

grants, this may mean storing data for up to 25 years. 

 

THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH SHAP SHARES AND TRANSFERS THE 

DATA HELD ABOUT INDIVIDUALS 

As SHAP is a membership organisation that aims to create more sustainable housing policy 

and conditions, it will share members’ data to other members or to contractors working on 

behalf of SHAP when this contributes to SHAP’s objectives.  This could be when a research 

project needs the contribution of relevant members’ knowledge or experience, or when a 

SHAP event organiser wishes to promote a SHAP event. 
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SHAP will disclose data if required to do so by law. 

SHAP will not under any circumstances transfer personal data outside the European Economic 

Area (EEA).  

 

INITIAL COMPLIANCE WITH GDPR 

To ensure SHAP is compliant with GDPR, the following actions will take place: 

• The Board will be briefed to ensure all members have a suitable level of awareness of 

GDPR and of the Board’s responsibility; 

• An audit will take place of all historical and current personal data retained by SHAP to 

understand where the legal basis for retaining data has not previously been obtained; 

• The Privacy Policy Statement will be sent to all individuals on SHAP’s membership or 

where the legal basis has not been obtained requesting an opt-in to allow SHAP to 

retain personal data; 

• Any personal data where the legal basis cannot be determined or where individuals 

have not given unambiguous permission for SHAP to retain their data, the data will be 

securely destroyed; 

• All associates or subcontractors that may be required to use personal data will be 

informed that they may be operating as Data Processors for SHAP and be required to 

forward their GDPR policies to ensure compliance; 

• Review all other policies to ensure all policies are compliant with GDPR. 

 

ACTIONS REQUIRED IN THE EVENT OF A BREACH OF DATA 

In the event of a data breach, the following actions must take place immediately: 

• Investigation by the Data Controller on what data has been breached; 

• Containing the breach and recovering from the impact – including changing passwords 

and restoring data from backups; 

• Assessing the risk – is there the possibility of distress or harm? 

• Deciding who needs to be informed – depending upon whether the breach is likely to 

result in a risk to individuals rights and freedoms; 

• Learn from the incident – how can practices be improved to stop an incident 

happening again? 
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If the breach is likely to result in a risk to individuals rights and freedoms then the ICO must 

be informed.  Unless the breach is very minor, it is worthwhile contacting the ICO for advice 

on containing the breach and receiving recommendations to prevent future data breaches.  

Further information is available at ico.org.uk/for-organisations/report-a-breach. 

The Data Controller will notify affected individuals within 24 hours of being aware of a data 

breach to inform them of the data that has been breached and the actions being taken. 

 

NOTIFYING INDIVIDUALS WHEN THERE IS A CHANGE TO THIS 

PRIVACY POLICY  

When any changes are required to SHAP’s privacy policy, the Data Controller will put a notice 

on SHAP’s website to inform individuals of the changes and what their significance could be 

for them.  SHAP will also make this information available in any emails sent out to individuals 

who could be affected.  

 

REVIEW  

This policy will be reviewed every three years or sooner if legal or regulatory changes take 

place. 
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